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1: Braving the Elements by James Merrill
From The Black Swan () through A Scattering of Salts (), he wrote twelve books of poems, ten of them published in
trade editions, as well as The Changing Light at Sandover (). He als James Ingram Merrill was born on March 3, , and
died on February 6,

He was the youngest child of Charles Merrill, cofounder of Merrill Lynch. Hammer offers what we have badly
needed: One could surmise that the poet inspires friendship even after death: Hammer, who met him only
once, as a college student, devoted 15 years to this book, and serves Merrill in every way that his subject
might wish: The biography offers scholarship but also sympathy, candor as well as delicacy. Hammer is an
adept reader of human ambiguities who also refrains from pathologizing or excessively psychoanalyzing the
lives of Merrill and his cohort, which were complicated by money and sexual subterfuge in pre-Stonewall
America. Charles Merrill and Hellen Ingram constituted a cosmos in miniature. Both grew up in modest
circumstances in northeastern Florida. He created the Safeway grocery chain before inventing the first
mass-market brokerage firm, in a kind of revenge against his genteel schoolmates. She rose as a society
reporter in Jacksonville and then Miami, where she published her own newsletter. They were married and then
lived in the limelight for 13 years. But the race was run below, and the point was to win. Or more primordial
yet: It was Hellen who ruthlessly burned all his letters from this period of first love, in an effort to destroy
evidence of his orientation. But it was also Hellen who introduced him to poetry: She was a writer of
occasional doggerel herself, and instructed her son on the joys of rhyme and meter, bidding him recite poems
in company. As a result, he had the good fortune to discover his affinities early on: He gravitated to women
artists; in this formative period, he eschewed the Modernist giants for the verse of Elinor Wylie and Edna St.
He would come to prefer Elizabeth Bishop to all other living poets. Besides endowing him with culture,
wealth freed him from having to work for a living. But Merrill had a preternatural understanding of the pitfalls
of his class. He threw himself into his chosen vocation with the same intensity of ambition, Hammer points
out, that his father approached finance. His lover in his early 20s, Claude Fredericks, wrote in his diary: But
there is no high road to the Muses, as Ezra Pound warned. The early verse could seem airless, excogitated, in
its determined pursuit of timelessness. While Merrill was living with Fredericks in Rome, working on The
Seraglio and writing the poems that later would appear in The Country of a Thousand Years of Peace, his First
Poems was published, to mixed reviews. White was present as a mutual friend, the scholar David Kalstone,
read a draft of the poem. We must never tell anyone about this, since how many people would understand and
forgive the heartless, manipulative craftsmanship of great art? The poems are personal, conversational,
frequently comic. Water Street meditates on domesticity: Merrill had found his life partner, David Jackson,
and the title refers to the home they shared in Stonington, Connecticut. In this book, too, he makes feints at
free verse, only to return to the dominant key of iambic pentameter or tetrameter. With this new combination
of constraint and immediacy, Merrill developed a signature style that would carry him through the next three
and a half decades. Few of these presences are literary. In between, there were a few one-sided romances and
legions of sex partners, mostly in Athens. He met the year-old serviceman at a dive bar in Omonia Square in ,
when Merrill was To say so brings it back on every autumn Feebler wings, and further from that Sun, That
mist-white wafer she and I partake of Alone this afternoon, making a rite Distinct from both the blessing and
the blight. Merrill relished love, but also the relief that time provides from its ardor; it was one of his themes,
and the ceremoniousness of his prosody is a ritual enactment of this calming. Jackson had had ambitions as
both a novelist and a painter, which dribbled away into alcoholism. All were written within a decade, with
Merrill interpreting, and versifying, voluminous pages of transcripts that appear as long strings of letters, like
ancient Greek writingâ€”or like DNA, but with 26 chromosomes. What possessed Merrill in every sense of
that word? For one thing, ambition: What would their shorter works amount to without the great achievements
that crowned them? And from the Odyssey we have the model of the katabasis, the descent into the
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underworld to garner knowledge of the future from the dead. And as with their visionary works, it pays to
graze a little bit at first. Hammer helps us ease our way in, picking out glimmering passages that promise
more. There was something fundamental in him that contained multitudes. We can only start to see it
nowâ€”to think of him as a man overlaid with the trappings of midcentury American gentility or neoformalism
, but whose every impulse was toward multiplicity. Doubleness was, well, second nature: In language, one
could be more than double. An obsessive anagrammatist, Merrill approached the Ouija board as pure alphabet.
McClatchy what he found in Athens, Merrill revealed his orientation toward language as a reservoir of
imagination rather than a tool of eloquence: That was a holiday! You could imagine that others were saying
extraordinarily fascinating thingsâ€”the point was to invent, if not what they were saying, at least its
implications, its overtones. She is the recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship and the Randall Jarrell Award for
criticism, and teaches poetry at the University of Florida. To submit a correction for our consideration, click
here. For Reprints and Permissions, click here.
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2: Table of Contents: Overheard voices :
Ghostly projections: James Merrill's The changing light at Sandover Buried with the romantics: Louise Gluck's The wild
iris Homo faber: Frank Bidart's Desire.

Ghosts got a lot of attention in the U. That one killed off 2. Practically everybody had sons and nephews,
fathers and uncles who were prematurely sent to the other side, and people wanted to stay in touch. She
narrowed the graves down to two choices and divided her flowers between them. She had, according to her
medium, and the other dead soldier appreciated the flowers too. In the early days of American Spiritualism,
ghosts communicated with knocks and bumps. Bond named his board by combining the French and German
words for yes, Oui-Ja. It came with a heart shaped planchette that would be guided by the spirits to spell out
messages one letter at a time. Eventually Hasbro acquired all patent and trademark rights. About ten boards
are sold today under various names. In , a St. Patience Worth is my name. She wrote Jap Herron: The book
received less than favorable reviews and was denounced by Samuel Clemens surviving daughter, Clara.
Rather than face a court battle Ms. Hutchings and her publisher decided to stop distribution. According to
Merrill, his book was written using a Ouija Board. Some of the poetry in Changing Light at Sandover had
been previously published as part of a collection, Divine Comedies, which won the Pulitzer Prize for poetry.
Not bad for a ghost written book. Ouija Boards have turned up in the news as recently as No literary
connection here, but this would make an interesting detail in a novel. I admit to having my share of writers
block on each and every one. Or, spirits willing, you can pick up a Kindle copy on Amazon.
3: America's Occult History - Shows
It's hard to escape Bloom's truth when he states that The Book of Ephraim, which begins James Merrill's phenomenal
long-long-long poem, The Changing Light at Sandover, is "an occult splendor in which Merrill rivals Yeats' A Vision,
[Wallace] Stevens' ghostly The Owl in the Sarcophagus, and even some aspects of Proust." Few poems.

4: Overheard Voices: Address and Subjectivity in Postmodern American Poetry | UVA Library | Virgo
Keniston, Ann. "Ghostly Projections: James Merrill's The Changing Light at Sandover." Overheard Voices: Address and
Subjectivity in Postmodern American Poetry. New York: Routledge,

5: Staff Pick: 'The Others' by Matthew Rohrer
The Changing Light at Sandover by Jeffrey Stanley on Apr, , under The Press, Theatre Awesome timing from this
week's New Yorker, a review of a new biography of James Merrill by Langdon Hammer.

6: the changing light at sandover
|a Introduction: "The fluidity of damaged form": theorizing postmodern address -- Recovering you: Sylvia Plath's Ariel -Ghostly projections: James Merrill's The changing light at Sandover -- Buried with the romantics: Louise Gluck's The wild
iris -- Homo faber: Frank Bidart's Desire -- Conclusion: "A dream of this room": self-effacement.

7: Writings on James Merrill,
The Changing Light at Sandover: Including the Whole of the Book of Ephraim, Mirabell's Books of Number, Scripts for
the Pageant and a New Coda, the Higher Keys (Changing Light at Sandover CL) James Merrill.
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8: James Merrill | John Biggs
Following the publication of The Changing Light at Sandover, Merrill returned to writing shorter poetry which could be
both whimsical and nostalgic: "Self-Portrait in TYVEK Windbreaker" (for example) is a conceit inspired by a windbreaker.

9: Staff View: Overheard voices :
The line that launches Puccini's aria from Tosca might serve as an entrÃ©e to the life and art of James Merrill, whose
page Collected Poems and page epic The Changing Light at Sandover.
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